
Category: Entry # Category: Entry #

Subject: Subject:

Scale:  Kit: Scale:  Kit:

  Description of Work Done:   Description of Work Done:

Entry#: Name: Entry#: Name:

Best Chevy Camero (Highlight Red)

Best B-17 Flying Fortress (Highlight Pink)

Best Muscle Car 1964-1972 (Highlight Orange)

_____ DECAL APPLICATION: Silvering, mirroring, 

wrinkles, carrier film visible

_____ CLEAR PARTS /CANOPIES:  Glue smears, fogging, 

clarity, crispness of paint masking

A check below indicates a problem was found in 

specific, basic construction areas.

_____ SEAM AND JOINT TREATMENT: Visible Seams 

where parts are glued together and/or glue is visible

_____ ALIGNMENT: Any part of the model not properly 

aligned (wings, wheels, ordnance, etc)

SCOTTCON 2017 SCOTTCON 2017Please Indicate:

____Yes ____No:    I would appreciate knowing any 

problems the judges found while examining my model.Entry #s filled in by Staff

Region III Regional Contest

_____________________________________________

Fold Under at dotted line above and place form next to model.               

_____________________________________________

_____ PAINT FINISH: Uniformity, rough surface, 

unpainted areas, marred surface (fingerprints, smudges, 

etc), dust

_____ Your model passed the basic construction cut and 

was in the running for an award

Your Model was selected by the judges to receive the 

following award: __________________________

If eligible for a a theme or special award, highlight the appropriate  award below with the appropriate  color

Fold Under at dotted line above and place form next to model.               

Best Air Force Reserve Aircraft (Highlight Yellow)

Best WWI Subject (Highlight Blue)

Best Museum Of Aviation Subject (Highlight Green)

Best Chevy Camero (Highlight Red) Best USAF Subject,Post Sept 1947 (Highlight Purple)

Please Indicate:

____Yes ____No:    I would appreciate knowing any 

problems the judges found while examining my model.

A check below indicates a problem was found in 

specific, basic construction areas.

_____ SEAM AND JOINT TREATMENT: Visible Seams 

where parts are glued together and/or glue is visible

Entry #s filled in by Staff

Region III Regional Contest

_____ ALIGNMENT: Any part of the model not properly 

aligned (wings, wheels, ordnance, etc)

_____ DECAL APPLICATION: Silvering, mirroring, 

wrinkles, carrier film visible

_____ CLEAR PARTS /CANOPIES:  Glue smears, fogging, 

clarity, crispness of paint masking

_____ PAINT FINISH: Uniformity, rough surface, 

unpainted areas, marred surface (fingerprints, smudges, 

etc), dust

_____ Your model passed the basic construction cut and 

was in the running for an award

Best Museum Of Aviation Subject (Highlight Green) Best B-17 Flying Fortress (Highlight Pink)

Best WWI Subject (Highlight Blue)

Your Model was selected by the judges to receive the 

following award: __________________________

If eligible for a a theme or special award, highlight the appropriate  award below with the appropriate  color

Best USAF Subject,Post Sept 1947 (Highlight Purple)

Best Air Force Reserve Aircraft (Highlight Yellow)Best Muscle Car 1964-1972 (Highlight Orange)


